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Introduction 

The goals of Artificial Intelligence can be divided into two main 

areas: to design ~ machines to do tasks otherwise done by human beings, 

and to investigate into the nature of intelligent functions. Often, as 

in the case of computer assisted instruction, ( CAI), these areas over lap. 

Developing a tool always involves studying the task. If the tool is 

to be used for welding or guiding a missile, then its development will, 

on the whole, remain in the concrete realm. But if the tool is to be 

used for educating human minds, then one must study the task of 

·learning. Hou do we acquire knowledge? How does the mind develop? 

What is the nature of this development? What, in other words, is 

Thought? Needless to say! these avenues can lead one away from the 

(. welding shop, the battlefield, or even the classroom, into the realms of 

philosophical speculation. cu 
The LADY8fJ·~ ProJect falls under the subJect of computer assisted 

( instruction, being concerned with the teaching of linear algebra. The 

goal was not to build a machine to teach algebra to students, but rather 

a machine to teach future teachers about the learning process. · This 

( involved writing a computer program to simulate the learning student 

not only the ideal student, but also the real student, who often learns 
. ( 

only after making mistakes. 
., ~rfw"' a\~ebra wit~ 

The. proJect was based on the idea that students ar.-:::1:41eiDg a systematic· ( 

series (protocol) of procedures, even if their•results are incorrect and 
.( 

appear to be random errors. If the protocols that lead to incorrect 

t answers can be identified and reconstructed, then, for many cases, we 

will be able to reproduce the behavior the the student. In this rep art, 
( 
\_)all protocols uhich lead to incorrect answers will be referred to as 

l. 
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"mal-rules••, aod the theory which holds that these are an accurate model 

of the learning mind as the "mal-rule theory". 

This report will investigate some theories of Learning and 

Educational Psychology which provi~e the basis for the mal-rule theory. 

Two existing programs which address this theory, BUGGY and LMS, wil~ 

then be de5cribed. Armed with this b~ckgroundr we will ex~mine the 

LADYBIJG pro~p'-3!'1• its development anlj algorithms. If we assume that the 

mal-rule thecry is valid, then we can confine the discussion to the best 

way to imple~ent the mal-rule model given the constraints of the 

programming "language. This 'engineering' work has in fact been the 

maJor focus o~ ef~ort in the LADYBUG ProJect. But I think it would be a 

mistake not to make an attempt, in conclusion, to assess the validity of 

the task and raise some questions as to the wider implications of the 

mal-rule theory. 

Learning Theories and the Roots of the Mal-Rule Theory 

Jean Piaget was one of the first ~sychologists to probe beneath the 

surface of childhood learning. What he found can be divided into tt£() 

a·reas fo.r the. purposes of this rep art: views on per .Pormanc e, that is the 

way in which humans ~erform tasks such as problem-solving, and views on 

lea'rning, or how humans aQ.uire the ability to perform. For Piaget these 

(_ areas were inseparable; as Seymour Papert says in Mindstorms, Piaget 

felt that one could not separate the process from the structure of what 
( 

is being learned CPapertl. 

( In the area of performance, Piage.t embraced the notion of the schema, 

first put forth by the neurologist, H. Head, which was defined as 'an 
( 

active organization of past e~perlences' CStonesl which form an 

( intellectual structure. Piaget felt that every cognitive ac~ was 

controlled by a schema; much of his work was devoted to qualititively 
( 

and quantitatively describing these schema. 

( ·. 
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Piaget sau schemata as being characterized by discrete substeps w~ich 

are grouped together into a se~uential and cohesive unit. For instance, 

when a baby wants to shake a rattle, he must first reach out his hand, .. 
curl his fingers around the handle, and then move his hand back ad 

v (_ 
forth. As the child grows these steps become more and more internalized 

until they resemble a single action. It should be possible to break 

( down seemingly complex tasks into a series of pure procedures, which can 

"be used like bricks to rebuild the task-solving process. Furthermore, 

Piaget thought fundamental the idea of transfer, whereby the bricks used 

( to build one. process could be combined with other bricks to build a new 

process for a previously unfamiliar task. 
( 

Here ·is where learning comes in. A child ir faced with a task he hc!ls 
' 

never seen before. Piaget found that the child's responses to this 

situation 'will reflect a melange of organized but inappropriate earlier 

structures and the halting and sporadic use of as yet incompletely 

organized neu Gradually, the new structure will crystallize into a 

'tightly-knit, organized, and stable whole' CFlavelll. 

U Thus we can view learning as the building of new structures using 

pl'eviously-e>isting bricks. An important corollary to this idea is that 

errors, or incorrect responses. are no longer considered random·behavior 

unrelated to rationality, but are now seen as resulting from the same 

bricks that uill ultimately form the correct response. With this 

perspective on performance, it becomes tempting to analyze students' 

errors for the misplaced bricks. 

The Russi~n psychologist L. S.Vigotsky did some experiments on 

perceptual thinking in the 1930s which involyed JUst such an analysis. 

He c-onstructed wooden blocks varying in size, shape, color, and height. 

( He chose the variables such that the blocks could be grouped in 

v 
( 

dif·flerent ways. for instance some blue blocks may be triangles, but not 

all the triangles were blue. He then asked the children to group the 
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blocl:s. CVigo~sky 's experiment was much more complex, involving nonsense 

syllables and language concepts; I'm only describing what is rel~vant to 

our discussion]. 

C~reful study o~ several hundred subJects led Vigotsky to identify 

what he called the P.,.Seudo-cont:~_R.t. '.The pseudo-concept resembles thn 
adult concept; for example the child might select all the triangles to 

form ,., group. He doe~ not, however, make his selection on the basis of 

triangularity but upon the concrete visible likeness rather like the 

associative complex'[Stones, 157J. What he is saying is that the 

( child's responses do seem to be governed by an intellectual structure; a 

I 

'· 

structure, however, which is inappropriate to the ~uestion asked. 

In short, students' errors don't come from a chaotic pile of 

carelessly strewn bricks, but from a carefully constructed stack. 

Unfortunately, this stack may contain one or more wrong bricks or may be 

missing a feu crucial ones. It is the JOb of the conscientious teacher 

to study this stucture and help to repair it. 

What does all this have to do with algebra and the mal-rule theory? 

Everything. Uhat the mal-rule theory postulates is that most algebrn 

errors do not result from .random behavior but from highly organized 

schem~ which produce results consistent with their structure but not 

with th.e e,ternal standard. The mal-rule is like Vigotsky's 

pseudo-concept. It resembles the correct rule, but is somehow not ~uite 

perfect. Wh~t is important is that the mal-rule is still a rule, in 

that it will be c.onsistently app,lied again and again unless externally 

corrected <external in that some feedback is re~uired, even for 

sel~-correction). 

To cement the idea I would like to make an analogy with how one 

learns to hit a golf ball. The golf pro demonstrates, and then the 

student makes an attempt. The golf pro watches the performance, 

comparing each phase, the bacf(swing, contact,· and follow-through, with 
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his acquired ~~owledge of common errors (mal-rules). He may notice that 

the golfer is crooking his left elbow, or forgetting to shift his weight 

on the follo~-through. He will patiently correct these as he identifies 

them, until the s~ing becomes closer and closer to the ideal. 

\_) To return to the LADYBUG ProJect, one characteristic of a good golf 

instructor is his familiarity with the common errors and ability to spot 

c them. Accordingly, a good algebra teacher should be familiar with the 

common algebra errors. But identifying the appropriate error is often 
(. 

more difficult with algebra because the teacher only sees the end result 

( on the test paper. The intermediate steps are not explicit. This is 

like asking the golf pro to tell you what's wrong with your swing JUSt 

by watching ~hP.Te the ball lands! 

But of course algebra errors are usually far less subtle than their 

counterparts in golf. With training, an algebra teacher should be able 

to recognize ~4ny common errors. 

( Training a teacher recognize mal-rules requires having some knowledge 

(u of what the particular mal-rules are. This should be done empirically, 

by analyzing real students. Some work has been done lately by Sleeman 

and by Alan Bundy in the'area of inductively diagnosing m~l-rules from 

the erroneous answers. 
( 

LADYBUG, however, was concerned with implementing some 

previously-identified mal-rules (see AppendixJ. The forerunner in this 

kind of atte~pt was a program written in 1978 by ~.S. Brown and Richard 
( 

Burton, which they called BUGGY. 

BUGGY 

BUGGY gets its name from its authors' name for mal-rules, which they 

t call 'bugs', in much the same way as computer programmers refer to 

faults in a program as 'bugs' CBrowfu 1978J. BUGGY began as an attempt 
( 
\_)to build a deep-structure model of a student learning how to subtract 
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bu o n u m b e 1' s . The authors studjed data collected from 1300 Nicaraguan 

children and identified 60 possible bugs. They also recognized that 

many more bugs could result from combinations of these 60 'primitivef 

bugs acting together. With the help of a computer1 they found that 
n 

4d,(gfl the students -Followed consis-l;ent mal-rules. 

The next step was to build a model that would replicate many of the 

more common ·ma 1-ru 1 es. They introduced the term diagnostic model 'to 

mean a representation of a student~s procedural knowledge or skill that 

depicts his in~ernalization of a skill as a variant of a correct version 

o-F that skill' Cgot that'?J. Basically1 what they meant is that the 

mal-rules should be closely related to the correct rules. A minor 

change to the set of correct rules should be sufficient to produce 

mal-rule behavior. Why? Because this seems to be the most humanl~ke 

representation. 

One of the nain tasks of Artificial Intelligence is to learn about 

how human b~ings think. The study of this question falls under 

Cognitive Scie~ce. Much effort goes into structuring computer programn 

in a way -~hich wa hope might resP.mble the way a human mind is 

structured. Programs with this goal are JUdged as to whether or not 

they are 'psychologically valid'. 
( 

Many criteria can be applied, for instance the relative times of 

performance OT hard and easy problems should compare with human 

responses. 0•·~ as in the case with BUGGY and LADYBUG1 mal-rule behavior 

should be replicated from a structure similar to the correct structure. 

That is1 a change of one or two lines in the correct program should be 

sufficient to produce mal-rule errors. 

Brown and Burton used a procedural natwork to represent the task of 

subtracting two numbers. A procedural network is a collection of 

independent operations linked to a control structure. Mal-rules can be 

replicated by variations to a procedure 2.!. to the control str.ucture. 
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Thu format of the BUGGY 'game' was a5 follows. DLJOGY randomly 

selects a mal-rule, not revealing it to the user. A sample problem with 

erroneous ansuer is shown to the user, who plays the role of a detective 

trying to discover the mal-rule. BLGGY then asks the user to offer some 

Vproblems, which BUGGY duly solves using the mal-rule. When the user 

thinks he has discovered the pattern, he is asked to describe the bug in 

( English <BUGOY simply stores this data; the authors have found that 

these descriptions often demonstrate that the user cannot ade~uately 

explain a mal-rule even when he understands how it works). Then BUGGY 

offers some problems and asks the user to solve them using the mal-rule. 

If the chosen mal-rule is verified, BUGGY provides a standard 
<. 

description and moves on to a new mal-rule. Otherwise, BUGGY tells the 

user to provide more diagnostic p1•oblems. 

When tested with student teachers in the Boston Area, it was shown to 

significantly improve their ability to diagnose subtraction errors. 

More importantly, 'the realization that errors that appear 'random' are 

,often the surface manifestations of a systematic underlying bug is a 
u 

maJor conceptual breakthrough for many student teachers '[Brown, p. 167J. 

D.H. Slee~an applied the mal-rule theory to simple algebra problems 

in 1981 at Leeds University. His Leeds Modelling System <LMS> is less 

concerned with teaching teachers than identifying the mal-rules and 

( r.e.ducing the search space of combinations. He is presently working 

toward developing a test that could isolate and identify most common 
( 

mal-rules with a minimum of test problems. I am indebted to his 

1 articles for providing five of t~e six mal-rules implemen~ed in LADYBUG 

(see Appendix]. 

Choice of Domain 

First of all, what is linear algebra? For those frightened by 

"higher mathematic:s 11
: relax. Linear algebra is the most basic: form of 

\.)algebra. Sa~ple problems look like this: 
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It"s called "lin~ar 11 

on a Cartesian graph. 

because it can be used to describe straight line~ 

Almost all schoolchildren ~re taught how to solve 

these simple e~uations when they are about 12 years old. 

I chose the domain of linear algebra for several reasons. First, 

becau~e it is mathematical, it can be described very precisely: 

certainly an advantage when dealing with a computer. Second, I 

restricted the dom~in to li~~~ algebra so that answers could be 

expressed si~ply, without the need for s~uare-roots or logarithms. 

Lastly, being aware tha~ work had recently been done in the Edinburgh AI 

Department on a symbolic manipulation program, PRESS, I figured that I 

might be able to apply some of its results to LADYBUG. 

Definition of Goals 

After readini some literature and evaluating my capabilities, I 

decided to narrow my goals to three: 1i to write a psychologically vali(1 

program ~or correctly solving linear algebra problems, 2) to implement 

several mal-rules suggested by Sleerr~n (examples to follow), and 3) to 

interTace the modeller such that it could be used by someone unfamilia~ 

with computers. 

DEV ELC.0 t1ENT 

Programming Considerations 

In order to make a mal-rule theory modeller psychologically valid, 

one must e~a~ine the theory. It holds that students trying to learn 

algebra ·fallow consistent rules which lead them to an an$wer, though the 

an$wer may be wrong. Thi~ assumes that algebra can be broken in 

Piagetian substeps (rules). Furthermore, it req,uires that these rules 

be capable oi being independently added, removed, or modified. Thus 
n 
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what was needed wa5 a compute~ program which bro~e the task into simple. 

easily modified, sub~;teps. 

Another aspect o-t algt•bra is that it usually involves perform1ng one 

-.particular rule, such as moving an integer to the t·ight-hand-side, 

urepe.;~ted ly. Thus some element of rec:ursjvity was desireable in the 

programming l~nguag~. Last 1 y , I needed a 1 an g u a g e that was a v a i 1 a b 1 e on 

the Edinburgh system. 

This lc-mgrJage. not surprisingly, was PROLOG, a recursive list 

processing language. A 'program' in PROLOG is a set of relationships 

between variables. These relationships can take the form of rewrite 

rules. A reurite rule is an ordered pair of expressions, whereby one 

expression is used as a template for comparison and the other as a 

template for transformation. For example, the rule of arithmetic 

identity would appear as follows: 

r e wr it e ( X + 0 = Y , X = V ) . 

It means the same as: 

u X + 0 = Y -) X == Y 

What this anounts to is a s~mbolic representation of algebra. It 

views the process from a meta-level where all constituents are 

considered as block-like symbols to be manipulated. The 'variable', x, 

is treated as a constant at the meta level. This symbolic 

representation allows us to express relationships between mathematical 

formulae. I:Dund y, Artificial Mathematicians, p. 147). 

It was found that all linear algebra rules could be expressed with 

rewrite ru 1 es. As a result, it was not necessary to consider other 
. 

techniques (bags), which I wanted to avoid in favor of simplicity arid 

clarity. 

Choice of Algorithm 

With thoughts toward implementation, I c~ose to implement the 

~~lgorithm which r myself use in solving linear algebra equations. Dr. 

9 
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Dundy h~d identified three major steps in the solving process: 

At t r <.> c t i on , C o 1 l e c t i on ( c on s o 1 i d 3 t i on i , and I s o 1 a t i o 11 • 

2*r. - 5 ::; 3 2·1!·x = 3 + 5 

Consolidation: 2·U.x = 3 + 5 -:> 

L;olatian: -:> X = 4 

The order of the steps is important; I found that if each step were 

exhau~tively applied, thN' all pr·oblems could be solved with three steps 

in thn above order. 

Ir:~p l ~;·mentation 

From this point on, things may begin to get a bit technical; those 

unfamiliar with PROLOG may want to skip this section. 

Each of Bundy's steps was to be implemented as a PROLOG predicate. 

To do this, all patterns which are applicable to a predicate must be 

made to match at least one clause of that predicate. For the ATTRACT 

predicate, I found that 18 unique patterns were possible in attracting 

intHgers to the left-hand-side (LHS> of the equation and variable terms 

to the RHS. In order to make tne code as understandable as possible, I 

wrot~ 18 explicit clauses such as the ones helow. n 
X + I = Y -> X = y I 

I + X = Y -> X = V I 

X1 I + X2 = V -) Xl + X2 = Y + I 

As with all procedural networks, the program operates on several 

levels, each controlling the level directly below. In the case of 

CENTIPEDE, the SOLVE predicate was used to direct the process from 

ATTRACT to CONSOLIDATE to ISOLATE. Supervision of each predicate's 

clauses is handled by PROLOG, which recursively exhausts each predicate 

before returning to .the control level. 

Evaluation of Method 1 

The resultant program, CENTIPEDE, required 18 ATTRACT clauses. 7 

CONSOLIDATE clauses, and two ISOLATE clauses. The code was easy to read 
() 
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and the program admirably solved almost all line~r algebra problems 

correctly. It w.asn't until I collsidered implementing mal-rules that I 

realized the drawbacks to this method. Any simple alteration to the 

predicates, such as making ATTRACT 'forget' to change signs as it moved 

U q,uani;i ties acrosss the I= I sign, rettuired that all 18 clauses be 

manually altered! This was c~rtainly not the direction to go, even 

though it ~as recognized that highly specific mal-rules, such as 

'forgetting' to change signs on integers sandwiched between variable 

terms on tha LHS, could be conveniently implemented. I decided that 

such specific nal-rules would be rarely found, and that it would be 

inordinately difficult for the teacher-user to discover them. 

Also, it uas necessary to ask whether or not such a method was 

psychologically valid. Does the student learn 27 separate rules in 

·order to perform this task, or does he learn three more general rules? 

The latter seened more likely, so I began to consider ways of condensing 

the program into fewer, more general clauses. 

CULMINATION 

The LADYBUG Algorithm 

Salvation came from advisors Bundy and Sterling, when they suggested 

·a techni~ue ~hey had used in PRESS. This involved a MATCH predicate 

that would parse the rettuired elements Trom the ettuation. MATCH could 

be shared by several predicates, thereby greatly reducing redundancy in 

the program. When implemented, MATCH reduced ATTRACT from 18 to only 4 

clauses. The new ATTRACT clauses are of the form: 

LHS = RHS and match(LHS, I, REST) -> REST = RHS - I 

Furthermore, i'iATCH was more versatile tha~ the 18 old predicates. 

LADYBUG was able to solve all sample problems. 

Ceneralization of the CONSOLIDATE predicate 

Upon studying various mal-rules and some outside literature [Sleeman] 

\_)1 decided to generalize the CONSOLIDATE predicate such that it would add 
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all intefl'~r:, on a side;·, ignoring )( 1
E :i·r th~y ~ppe-'lr. If the problem 

war~ being solved properly, ~;his would not lcud to erro·r:;, as the LHS 

wo u 1 d be sup p l i e d UJ it; h 1 * x 1 at; a h i gh e i' 1 eve 1. 

The rationale behind this decision was threefold. One, using the 

same pr·edic~Jt<? fOl' both LHS and HI-IS would reduce i;he number o-("") 

pT·edicates r·r,qul.red; St~cond, tlds pn,dicate would embody rl simple rule: 

'Now, .:1dd all the D.\:l..!}lbeu on a sid~' which se:oemed appropriate to the 

envi1·onment; Third, .:md most importan~;l.tJ, this rule! could be applied to 

an e~uation even if the attraction step were omitted. In fact, omission 

of the attraction step, I d i s c over e d , led to a very interesting 

mal-rule: Sinply adding all numbers on each side and then 'forcing' the 

result to look like the standard by supplying an x to the LHS. This 

mal-rule was subsequently implemented by simply omitting ATTRACT from 

the sequence of operations. 

Interfacing LADYBUG for Student Teachers 

Last, an interface was built for LADYBUG which involved placing all 

mal-r•ules into one -fli le, each as a distinct se~uence of the existing 

predicates. This· interface also included t
. . . . h. n 

a rac1ng prov1s1on w 11: •. 

could display all.steps explicitly if asked. Two further additipns 

involved sa~ple problems and two predicates to 'switch' the tracer 

on/off and to choose a mal-rule. 

CONCLUSIOr-1 

What can be gained from this effort? The goal of serious research is 

to contribute in some way to humanity's bod~ of knowledge. If we ap p 1 y. 

that goal to the LADYBUG ProJect, then she was less than a smash 

success. But if the goal was a more personal . one, to provide a 

small-scale e,ample of AI research, to learn what such research entails 

and how it might be implemented, t.hen the LADYBUG soared. 

A large part of the proJect involved research into Educational 

Psychology, a discipline I had never before encountered. I searchet-J 
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arduousl4 for information on mal-1•ules from this neck of the woods but 

was unable to find anything explicit beyond Vigotsky's pseudo-concept~. 

It seems that nost researchers tacitly assume the concept of mal-rules 

when cthey discuss behavior. I would still like to find some information 

(\...)dealing di•·ec+;ly with the mal-rul
1
e concept. 

As for i;he choice of proJect, I would not hesitate to choose it 

again. I aG not a~~re that any field testing has been done on a 

BUGGY-type algebra program but am confid~nt that something positive 

would result from such an experiment. The potential for f-uture work on 

( this kind of proJect is enormous. 

\. 

In the course of my research I met with Dr. Margaret Donaldson, who 

strongly encouraged me to go to the source, the classroom, for 

direction. It has evidently been her experience that the scholar 

cloistered auay in the ivy tower i$ unlikely to understand what goes on 

in the child 1 s mind. 

I thin~ that this advice certainly applies to the LADYBUG ProJect. I 

built my model from introspectio~ and I now realize that the methods 

\_)used bv someo~e who has used algebra for many years are quite different 

from those of tha neophyte. For instance, I now realize that the method 

taught to schoolchildren involves applying identical rules to both sides 

of an equation, always stressing the e~uality of both sides; and 

gradually isolating the variable. For instance, rather than offering 

the rule: 

.X + I = Y -> X = Y - I 

the teacher will break it into the following steps: 

X + I = Y -> X+ I <-.I>= Y <-I> 

X + I <-I> = Y <- I) -> X + 0 = y - I 

X+O=Y-I -> X = Y - I 

I think that the latter method will prove more meaningful and will be 

retained longer by the student. Maybe a future LADYBUG-type of program 
u 
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cnulcl t~>.' bL'ilt to model this mc·U!I.ilf of probler,1-·solvin~;. 

,. 

about ~tudents' protocols. 

f h<:'d n<'Vel' thought of: 

3 l( = 36 -> X = 6 

Another showed me 

X ·- 7 ::: 12 -> )( = 12/-7 

Both of these tuJve the ~ddcd attr-action of being discovered empirically 

flt· o rn T' e a 1 c h i l d r en. 

A"' -· for the program itself and the 'engineoring' efforts of trying to 

build this nodel on the 2972 using PROLOG, I am for the most part 

pleased with the.results. The rewrite rule have been successful for the 

mal-ruleg implemented, although I am beginning to think that the added 

flexibility of the 'bags' predicate may prove desireable. As Leon 

Sterling pointed out, th~ best approach may be to write a new string 

parser which uould allow access to all elements of the equation and not 

be limited by the tree structure of PROLOG. For example, PROLOG is not 

able to parse '3X' as two separate atoms. n 
If I had nore time, I would like to test LADYBUG out on some student 

teachers. The interface could stand some polishing, and it might be 

nice to build in some delay loops to mimic a pause as the 'child' works 

out the ans•JJer. 

One area unexplored by LADYBUG was combinations of errors. This has 

been a maJor focus of effort b~ Brown,Burton and O.H. Sleeman, and 

deserves investigation. In fact, the edsting program, LADYBUG, is 

well-suited to such models. 

Post Script 

The LADYBUO ProJect can, and should, be JUdged from more than one 

1 eve 1. Beginning with the end, there is how well the program works. 

Back from there we can examine how well it is structured. Does the 
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• does the program accurately represent the mal-rule theory? Could the 

~-
p1•og·1·am be o~ bene·Ht to student teachers? Does the mal-rule th~ory 

.· accur~tely --. Does the mal-rule theory 

· Uacc UT'ai;e l \t l'epre5ent student thought? Do humi!ln beings think in te·rms of 
( 

Although my work was confin&d to considering only the first few 

q,uesi;ions, it i~ the 'inal few which are most important. I u.•ill not 

cloud this report with my own ~peculation on such ~uestions as it is 

merely ti"t<.l t -- sp ecul at ion .. But I would like to close this document by 
I 

mt-n· ely o·F·Per• i ng ,:moth el' q_•Jes t ion. 
( 

The idea thet our minds can, in fact1 operate in a manner alalogous 

to a machine is chilling . We find that many errors which seam to be 
• 

~andom are caused not by a lack of obedience to the rules, but by 

slavish abedienc~ to the wrong rules. Can it be that our minds are 

com~rised of rules ~e are unable to disobey? 

u 

( 

.. 

u 
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